
imperative that the field identify ways of showing
how they interrelate and indeed advance one

another in the context of the broad reach and
audience of the afterschool student population.

There have been efforts to define meaningful

outcomes for ISE: theNational Science Foundation
released a Framework for Evaluating Impacts of
Informal Science Education Projects in 2008 that

defined impact categories (Friedman 2008); the
National ResearchCouncil’s 2009 report, Learning
Science in Informal Environments, described six

strands of science learning in informal environ-
ments (National Research Council 2009). Most

recently, the Afterschool Alliance conducted

a Delphi study (Afterschool Alliance 2013) that
asked expert practitioners, policymakers, and

funders to define an appropriate set of outcomes

and indicators of learning for afterschool STEM. A
challenge is how to take these studies and design

assessments that do not change the social and

cultural tenor of the afterschool space but reveal
theways inwhich the skills students are developing

go hand in hand with the kinds of understandings

traditionally associated with schools such as
conceptual knowledge.

Afterschool programs have emerged as

strong partners in STEM education improvement
efforts. Policy initiatives and appropriate

resource allocation would allow them to go the

next step and become an essential part of the
STEM learning ecology.
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An Agentive and Social Conception of
Knowledge

What is the meaning of knowledge? We think

that any educational endeavor rests on

a conception of what knowledge is. This concep-
tion may be explicit or tacit, but we argue that it

shapes the way educational processes unfold and

the conception in turn is shaped by these educa-
tional processes.

In this short entry, we propose an agentive

conception of knowledge. What does it mean?
We consider knowledge as a power of acting. In

that conception, learning a piece of knowledge

means becoming able to act in a specific new
way. This definition does not imply any norma-

tive conception of knowledge. For example,

a person who learns a science formula by rote
and without understanding has gained a power of

action. If someone asks her to recite this formula,

she will be able to do it and she will be able to do
something she was unable to do before she

learned by rote. One may argue that that is

a poor conception of science education, in that
the learned capacity is not very strong. But it

suffices to find an educative situation, in a given

institution, in which “reciting” is the right thing to
do, to convince oneself that, in this setting, the
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person who recites the formula accurately fulfills
the local educational obligations. Of course, it

will be possible to find educational settings in
which knowing a formula only by rote will not

be sufficient. One can even think of educational

settings in which rote learning will not be neces-
sary. But we claim that in each case, knowledge,

as a power of action, is shaped by the institutional

setting in which it is used.
This leads us to a definition of knowledge.

Knowledge is a power of acting in a specific situ-

ation, within a given institution. This conception of
knowledge is both agentive and social. It is

agentive, in that it sees that knowledge through

the possibilities of acting it enables human beings
to undertake. It is social, in that it relates these

possibilities of acting to theway the social structure

in which knowledge is acquired considers them.

Transmission of Knowledge in Joint
Action Theory in Didactics

Conceiving knowledge as a power of acting in
a specific situation, within a given institution,

gives us an ontology of knowledge, both social

and agentive. But such a definition has to beworked
out in order to be productive. In the Joint Action

Theory in Didactics, the transmission of knowledge

is conceived of as a knowledge building, which is
viewed in a specific dialectic between two concepts

of the theory, the contract and the milieu.

The relation between the teacher and the stu-
dent is considered as a transaction in which the

object is based on knowledge. In this transaction

the teacher’s intention is to teach knowledge and
the student’s intention is to learn knowledge, and

a problem is at play. Here “problem” corresponds

to what is at stake in the transaction and thus is
not limited to its usual meaning.

The didactic contract can be seen as the previ-

ous knowledge system against the background of
which the teacher and the student deal with the

problem at play. This knowledge system has been

developed in the prior joint actions between the
teacher and the student. It is both epistemic (e.g.,

the way of resolving a given problem or

a particular concept as it has been figured out in

the didactic joint action) and transactional
(grounded on a system of reciprocal expectations

between the teacher and the student). The contract
then can be seen as a systemof rules structuring the

didactic action and,more generally, as the strategic

systems used by the teacher and the student to deal
with the problem at play in the transaction.

The didactic milieu (Sensevy 2012) is the

actual material and symbolic structure of the
problem at play, which the teacher and the stu-

dent have to deal with in order to solve this

problem. At the outset of the interaction, most
of time, the milieu is not identical for the teacher

and the student, depending on their understand-

ing of the problem. The milieu can be described
as the set of symbolic forms that the didactic

experience transforms in an epistemic system,

through the didactic contract.
In this perspective, what we call didactic equil-

ibration refers to the way contract and milieu are

related in the didactic activity. One can delineate
two main patterns of didactic equilibration.

According to the first pattern, the milieu is used

by the teacher mainly as a way of reenacting
a piece of knowledge already encountered by the

student. We termed this structure a contract-driven

equilibration. According to the second pattern, the
contract is used by the teacher as a way of organiz-

ing the student’s inquiry in themilieu so that he/she

is able to solve the problem on his/her own. We
term this structure a milieu-driven equilibration.

This theoretical conception enables us to

come back to the issue of agency and knowledge.
We assert that didactic activity has to be carried

out in institutional settings in which the power of

acting that the knowledge bestows is acquired
through an equilibration form in which the con-

ceptual priority is given to a milieu-driven equil-

ibration. In that, the student’s power of acting is
strongly related to the teacher’s capacity to

enable the student to use accurately the didactic

contract meanings and to accept to work in
a certain kind of epistemic uncertainty to explore

the milieu. The result of this equilibration work

will be the growing of the student’s epistemic
agency.

Let us give a short example of such an episte-

mic agency.
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An Example in Mechanics

The chosen example (Tiberghien et al. 2009)

comes from a mechanics teaching sequence at
high school level (grade 11) after the introduction

of the inertia principle and Newton’s first and

second laws. One of the activities to carry out in
small groups (two students) proposed the situation

where a student, standing up on the ground, pushes

horizontally on a vertical wall. The question was
“By using the laws of mechanics, say if the forces

that are exerted on the student compensate for each

other or if they do not compensate for each other.
Indicate the law(s) to which you refer to answer.”

To solve this problem the students had to make the

experience, and they have an available text, given
by the teacher during a previous session, with the

laws of mechanics.

The two students working in group who were
observed and videotaped showed two ways of

seeing the situation and solving the problem;

they instantaneously disagree and gave different
arguments (A, the first student; L, the second

student; T, the teacher):

1. A: no.
2. L: yes.

1. A: no because you do not feel the force of the

ground but you feel the force of the wall.
2. L: but look at me I am going to tell you some-

thing it is [L is looking for something in his file].

3. A: no you do not feel the force no.
1. L takes the sheet and read the Inertial principle.

[. . .] L calls T and T arrives.

1. L (to T): in the inertia principle, there is
a condition that says that if the velocity of

the inertia center is null, then (. . .) the forces

compensate for each other.
T leaves the group [. . .]

2. L: in fact you are like that there is there is/last
year we saw the inertia principle it was er the

forces they compensate for each other either

the object it did not move like here the forces
compensate for each other or there is

a uniform rectilinear motion then that is if

the vector is constant that is in the same direc-
tion same length [. . .] (L reads and shows

the statement with his finger) if the velocity

of the inertia center of a system is a constant

vector, then the sum of the forces exerted on

the system is null; here the constant vector
is null.

3. A: but it means that in fact all the forces there

remains the force of the Earth only.
4. L: no even not/all the forces they canceled.

5. A: pouff wait I have to read the summary again
(10s) indeed but I am not sure; I wonder if

there is not a force that does not get canceled.

For the two students, the contract-milieu
relations are not the samewhen solving the problem.

Student L looks for the text of the principles and

uses it; his strategy starts by raising a physics prin-
ciple; he then checks it with the teacher if he can

apply it. Then, the starting point (the problem state-

ment, the studied situation of pushing a wall that he
experiences, etc.) of his inquiry strategy is elements

of the milieu and his strategy development is based

on the contract (text of the laws, calling the teacher,
etc.). In this case the use of contract (as the knowl-

edge system developed in the prior joint action

between the teacher and the student) is motivated
by themilieu that orients the contract. In other terms,

the didactic equilibration process is milieu driven.

Student A uses his perception and puts in ques-
tion the physics principle. His relationship with

physics knowledge leads him to use his own per-

ception as a solution more certain than a physics
principle. Consequently he does not use the avail-

able elements of milieu. His strategy development

is directly associated to what he personally knows,
as a previous system of knowledge which would

enable him to answer the question. In this case it is

the contract that orients his activity. The didactic
equilibration process is contract driven.

Concluding Remarks

This example enables us to underline a critical
point. In our mind, epistemic agency is not

a “here and now” achievement. Even though it

can be acknowledged in a specific problem solv-
ing, this performance depends on a long-duration

inquiry process, in which students are enabled to

acquire a scientific thought style (Fleck 1981;
Sensevy et al. 2008), that one may consider as

an epistemic activity in which the current system
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of knowledge (the contract) has always to be
redesigned by the elements of the problem at

stake (the milieu). This long-time process needs
a specific methodology to be documented

(Tiberghien and Sensevy 2012).
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Characteristics

Alienation is as a sociopsychological construct

broadly defined as the state of being/feeling

disengaged, disempowered, and isolated from
people and/or the local contexts where one is

embedded (Lukes 1978; Calabrese 1987). Its
symptoms are both individual and collective and

are manifested in unique ways by those who have

been positioned, or position themselves as, the
Other. To be the Other is to be outside of an

established norm, and being outside of an

established norm results in the development of
a bevy of emotions which result in “the

distancing of people from experiencing

a crystallized totality both in the social world
and in the self” (Kalekin-Fishman 1998, p. 6).

In science education, where teaching is often

focused on the meeting of arbitrary benchmarks
of science skills, and learning is assessed based on

the ability of the student to memorize informa-

tion, alienation is one of the chief means through
which a large number of youth underachieve in

science. This is the case because school science

lends itself to the creation of spaces where there
are constant clashes between science, school sci-

ence, and the ways of knowing and being of

students in classrooms. In urban science educa-
tion, where socioeconomically deprived urban

youth of color populate classrooms, alienation

from science is a pervasive issue. In these class-
rooms, alienation is closely correlated to

Durkheim’s term anomie, which he describes as

a mismatch between individual/group norms and
larger societal norms (Durkheim 1915).

In urban classrooms, larger societal norms

reflect a White, middle-class experience
(Bourdieu and Passeron 1977) that is markedly

different from the experiences of urban youth. In

urban science classrooms, “the dominant cultural
ideals of mainstream White society and Eurocen-

tric science. . .are incommensurable with the

beliefs and values of African American students”
(Seiler 2001). This incommensurability is exacer-

bated by the physical structures of school and

science such as textbooks, scripted curriculum,
and laboratories that do not reflect the culture of

students. When textbooks do not have images of

Black and Brown scientists, curriculum does not
create a space for students to express their inherent

need to question, and cultural dispositions that

align to orality, impromptu expression, verve,
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